
Teriyak� Madnes� Men�
14884 N Pima Rd Ste 100, 85260, Scottsdale, US, United States

(+1)4803067604 - https://teriyakimadness.com/locations/az-scottsdale-raintree-plaza/

The place from Scottsdale offers 27 different dishes and drinks on the menu at an average $7.9. What User likes
about Teriyaki Madness:

The food is incredible. Food is delicious. Food is fresh. The manager and staff are the best I've been to. Truly
caring about the customer. We sat and ate at this location and truly enjoyed the food. The manager came out
and spoke with us as we were eating. Just to follow-up on us, being that it was our first time. But definitely not
our last visit. The food and combinations of them will provide plenty of more meals. read more. The restaurant
and its premises are wheelchair accessible and thus reachable with a wheelchair or physical disabilities, and

there is free WiFi. What User doesn't like about Teriyaki Madness:
I enjoy eating. but recently this place has stopped the veneration of the local taste deal. Interestingly, the local
taste offer is still available on the local taste website. I found this bizarre and unhappy as we travel to visit this
place and we look forward to the use of this deal we had bought. read more. The customers love it when Asian

cuisine meets a bit of creativity. That's exactly what you can expect at the Teriyaki Madness from Scottsdale, with
its creative Asian fusion cuisine - the right mix of what you know meets the adventurous world of fusion cuisine,
and a lot of freshly harvested vegetables, fish and meat are used to prepare easily digestible Japanese menus.

The fine Sushi such as Maki and Sashimi however, is the undisputed highlight of this place, On the daily
specials there are also several Asian meals.
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No� alcoholi� drink�
BOTTLED WATER $3.0

Mai� course�
SUSHI

Sandwiche�
CALIFORNIA SANDWICH

Ric�
SPICY CHICKEN

Chicke�
CHICKEN ROLL

Drink�
REGULAR FOUNTAIN DRINK $3.0

Asia� specialtie�
EDAMAME $4.0

Frie� Ric�
FRIED RICE

Sid� Order
BROWN RICE

Mante� Vega�
TERIYAKI SALMON

Bite�
CHICKEN POTSTICKERS $4.5

Chicke� Comb�
CHICKEN TERIYAKI BOWL COMBO $12.8

Bow� Comb�
SPICY CHICKEN BOWL COMBO $12.8

Sid� dishe�
SIDE OF MAD SAUCE! $0.9

SIDE OF TERIYAKI CHICKEN $7.8

Buil� Your Ow� Bow�
MAD SPICY STEAK $12.5

MAD SPICY CHICKEN $10.6

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
STEAK

CHICKEN BREAST

NOODLES

Ingredient� Use�
CHICKEN TERIYAKI

MEAT

TRAVEL

TERIYAKI

VEGETABLES

SALMON

CHICKEN
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Monday 11:00 -21:00
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Wednesday 11:00 -21:00
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